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FINITE-TEMPERATURE EFFECTS IN WARM NUCEEI:
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
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Study of the finit«-temperature efEeas innudear sysremsremaimoneof T'heleastrexplbred:
aubjects in.low-energy nuclear physics^ despite the fact that dramntic:structuraLchanges:are.
expected: to unfold as rhe?exdration energŷ  offrheaystcmj^increaEed. Thespihrtemperature
map ofTBg: L shows a schematic^^phase diagram of the nudcuratfuiite-tempcrature: Gradual
•vanishing: of: the pairing: corrdationsi onset of chaos and: rotational damping,, prolate- ta-ablatB'
shape changes, meltingof the shell efFecrsr and: eventually the inability of the compound] nuv
cleus (C^f) to sustain giant resonances at very high, temperatures ("death" of C!^)'are only
a few examples of rhe rich and varied:phenomena.yet to be explored1. EqualLy imptirtantis
the question of thermal fluctuations" aird. the extent to which they modify the* above piiase
transitions. However, a prerequisite ra the study of these fasranarihg: qucstiianE- is; a- dkliriliat'
understanding; of the fbrmaiion ami: decay mad'cs: of compound: midirus: wHidr is; astoniisiir
ingly, lacking at present. In this chapter we sferil discuss some recent: experimental! and:
theoretical developments that (a) raise: new questions: about these pivotal^ issues; and: (to)
provide dues and: directions; toward their resolution. They indiidk questions- of equilibratibn:
of CS7 (entrance-channel effects in fusion, reacrionsi, and: strutturai; effects? in: evaporatibnv
proron spectra), and variations of the gamma, strength functions^ with: spihi and! temperature1

which dircci'Jy affect deexdtat:on of Cs*^fallowing;partide cmiEsion.

Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions; remain the basic tool to form: and: study com-
poundnudeiat mndcratetempcratureR Commonly, three camprementary. probes: have been,
used ta study the structural praperti es- of the fused: system at different stages of dcexdfarian:

t) Gamma, decay of the giant dipole resonances built an the excited states- ta study the
collectivity and: shape of the fused system: at its early stages? of deexd ration;

2) Energy spectra, and: angular distribution of charged, partid'es emitted: from the fused
system that convey, infirmation (albeit indirect) about its shape in. the temperature
range of T > I XfcV-

3) Continuum gamma, rays, that govern deexdtation of the CN in the temperature range
of T < 1 MfeW, and: are directly related to gamma strength functions.

Typically, quantitative analysis of rhe experimental data revolves around two important
assumptions; (a) the fused: system evolves into a compound system, that is equilibrated] with
respect to all its: degrees of freedom: and. (b) decay of the equilibrated system.may be simu-
lated: by Monte Carlo statistical codes with considerable fidelity. Consequently, it is;believed:
that by fining a set of model parameters in the statistical cade to the experimental dara^
we can deduce reliable information about nudcar properties at finite temperature. In prac-
tice, however, paudty of the experimental data commonly puts severe restrictions on the
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number of paramefcrs that could be fitted . Hence, truncation of rhe parameter set in the
model space and use of many simplifying assumptions (such, as- keeping; the El,. XEL and: E2
strengrh functions at constant values over rhe entire spinrexcriration energy dbmaihi) result in
a multitude of fitted parameter sets that are at once limired in scope, and: highly degenerate
in numbers. Therefore, rhey may bear little or no resemblance ta the parameters obtained
from a more realistic fitting procedure. To perform more realistic simulations requires a
twa-pranged; approach:

i) development of new experimental techniques that would provide more infjbnnaion.and,
thus, stringent: constraints: for the fits:

ii) performance of detailed (finite-temperature) theoretical, calculationsthat wotddiprovide
guidelines on the best way to simplify and truncate the parameter set with irdnimura.
prcjudirial bias.
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FIG-. 1. Ai temperature v.s. spin niap showing a schematitr phase diiagranr of
nuclei at finite temperature.

A very impantant experimental devdapment has been the advent of "Crj-stat Hails-"'
that allow study ofnudcar response to the- UIFFEZEJ^TTAI. effects of increasing: spin: and:
tempxrrature for constant values; ofintrinsic: exoirarinnenergj1; (U) and; spin, (B); This=selecninn;
power off rhe crystal baUk Ytas proven. indiEpcnsable in the study off ontranccchanncl effects'.,
shape transitions; at finite temperature, and: variations of"gamma, strength: iuncribns; and:
rotational damping: width, (r rai) with, spin; and temperature that will be discussed! ihi the
fell owing: sections;.



2. COMPOUND NUCLEI AND QUESTION OF EQUIMB&ATION

2.1 Entrance-Channel Effects iin Compound Nuctei

Structural properties of warm nuclei are usually studied; using; heavy- ibn; reactions near
the Coulomb: harrier: In;thraereactions, rare-carthnudeiaxefmmcdlwi^
a£E*< IQffi lleJVT, whichi correspond to the mean, lifetime* of the order of -W22 s for
exeitationr energy equilibration^. —lQ~2a s fir collective <Mhrnmrian,,an<£^M~zu sfbrnemraai
emission. Therefore, it is commonly assuined that thefiisioni cHanneli leads ta am equilibrated:
compound nucleus,, whose decay is governed by statistical pro cesses. En the: past few years,,
however, evidence has Been accumulating: rhat: gamma; andipamid'e-decay of some compound
nuclei in. the rare-earth, region; change with: the entrance-<fcinncl mass asymmetry. These
surprising: results contradict the basier concept of the equilibrated compound: nucleus which,
entails complete loss: of memory, of the ftrnmtion. mode:

The first evidence fir the presence of enrrance-channel effects ini a; hcavy-ibnifiraam reac-
tion: came in: tire fbim of large differences in. the ratios; of,. e;g., 2h/ 3±n cross sections: fir evap-
oration, residues (IEBI)1 from 1SE(Er compxind: nucleus, fbnncd! via: iaQ+1'4i'Smj and! ^yiH-^Zr
reactions at, 4T Nfe^ excitation: energy.1 Subsequent measurements; of the- cross: secriiais of
the EH and fission, fcom 15SEr aver a. wide range of exciratiba energies have clarified: the
source af these differences; to be the: inhibition of neutron? cmissirm: in: the more symmetric:
fusion reactions.^3 While statistical, model calculations reproduce the experimentally-mea-
sured cross sections for the asymmetric :eQ-i-:4:'Snx reaction;, they consistently averpredict
the evaporatibn:neutron. amltipii'ri CT in. rie more srv^mmetiic reacti ons by about Oi 25~ at. EI*=4;0

to about (Jiff at E*=W ^DrV (Eg.. 2).
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tit cresting]y, early on in these measurements, it was established that the energy which

is not accounted for by neutron emission appears in :he form of excess gamma, rays.4 In

the explanation favored by rha Argonne- Heidelberg- Gicssen groups the unaccounted energy

is tied up in the deformation energy of a superdeformed CN which is, presumably, farmed

more readily in the more symmetric collisions. In this scenario, the effective temperature

of the superdeformed (SD) compound system is reduced because of its elevated, yrast line

(some energy is required to align the high-j orbit als which lie above the Fermi surface at low

spins). Thus, neutron-emission probability is reduced, and the deformation, energy will be

relesed in the form of low-energy (1-4 MeV) statistical gamma rays later in the deexcitation

process, when the CN changes from a superdeformed to normally-deformed shapes. We shall

refer to this mechanism, as structural effect, since it leaves the CN at the same excitation

energy, and elevates the yrast line to account for the missing neutron, energy. (Obviously,

it also involves some dynamical effects which are responsible for trapping of the rwo ions

in a SD minimum for the symmetric collision, and not in the asymmetric collision). This

interpretation was further reinforced by similar measurements in -a!lEr at E*=53 MeV (Hef.

5), and '64Yb at E*=4Q MeV (Refs. 6.7) which, respectively, did and did not show any

entrance-channel effects. The natural conclusion was that the absence of entrance-channel

effects in '6l|Yb is due to the fact that, according to the shell model calcualtions, SD minima.

become progressively shallower and are formed at higher spins in :;ifiEr, :61'Er, and I6JY"b,

respectively. However, this conclusion must be tempered with the recent analysis of the

OILXL data for •a4'YTj system at E* = 49 MeV which show some reduction in the <r(3n.)/<r{2n)

yield ratio for the more symmetric collision. This is in agreement with the excitation function

data for :°6Er system shown in Fig. 2 ••vhich indicate neutron-emission inhibition increases

with increasing beam energy.

While the above simple explanation (in terms of formation of a SD compound system)

is appealing at its face value, it is contradictory to both the shell model predictions of the

SD level density at high excitation energies, and the excitation function data for neutron

multiplicity shown in Fig. 2. Although it is true that the yrast states hi X~S(J rare-earth

nuclei at spins I> 55 are predicted to be raperdeformed, the SD level density is much smaller

than the triaxial level density at temperatures of T> 1 MeV and spins I< 55S. which are

relevant for particle-evaporation in the above experiments.8 Indeed, a more realistic modeling

of the deexcitation process9 that takes proper note of the level densities and SD-nonnal

competition does not produce any noticeable change in the neutron-evaporation probability

in lO~Dy: a nucleus which probably offers the best 3D minimum in this region.

An even stronger argument against :he strucraral effect is that invoking SD shapes log-

ically demands that (a) the moment of inertia of the system be appreciably larger; and fb)

neutron inhibition would tend to decrease with increasing spin (and, hence, beam energy).

The latter phenomenon is because of rhe fact that, due to its larger moment of inertia, the

SD yrast line first crosses the normal yrast line, and then actually falls below it, leading

to enhanced neutron-emission probability at spins I> 55. According to H.ef. 3, increasing

the moment of inertia ta that of a SD shape results in disagreement with their excitation

function measurements of fission cross section. Moreover, for a SD system, their calculated

neutron-emission inhibition decreases at higher beam energies, which is in total disagreement

with the experimentally observed tendency of increasing inhibition (Fig. 2).

Finally, superdefarmed nuclei are predicted to exhibit enhanced a emission rate. :u Ex-
perimentally, no enhanced yield has been reported far the (axn) channels with the XI beam.
On the contrary, anomalously large a emission rates have been observed for the ZC and :fi0
beams, which may be due to incomplete fusion reaction in these a-cluster projectiles.



Therefore, it seems that although some stnicr-aral effects may be present: (more pro-
nounced deviations hav.e been, obsreved far ;s6Er than "1<i4Yb);. these structural; diffierences
may influence the farrrtatian. process of the compound: system;, rather than- 'its, dhaiyi. Ik> other
wards, any search for the unaccounted neutron energy and excess gamma-ray energy should!
also examine the dynamical effects w.hicir are at work: 'luring: tier precompaunrii stage;

Emission, of high-energy 7 rays (da. the vicinity of giant dipole resonancBvCxISHi); which:
takes place in. the earliest stage of the recarion. may not: only account for the missing: energy,
hut also provide information: about the shape of the composite system:. Thusy they may;
constitute an: experimental signature to distinguish between, the preequiEfariniir (idynamicai),.
and compound: ('structural) effects that are responsible far reducirrg, the- temperature: off the
system. Recently,. Theeinressen. et ai.. hav.e carried out an. experiment to iiiTestigate the: highV
energy gamma-decay of the I6"Er (E"=53 MeV) an:d164YB (E*=4:9!ire¥> systems: formed'hy
oxygen, and nickel beams.11 Interestingly,, these measurements revealed striSihg: differences:
between the oxygen;- and; nickel-induced reactions; (see Fig, 3).

FIG. 3... Experimental 7 ray spectra from: the decay of (a) ! aflEr and: (bi) 1!84Yfr.
The solid: and! dashed histograms"- correspond! to> die r<JQ>- andi G4!Si-iaduccdl
reactions,, respectively. The solid curves are fits:- from; dAS-dAUTE calculations;
that are im gcradl agreement with the ' 6Q( data except at higher energies: where
bremstrahlurrg; results; in: excess; 7 rays. Both, the : 8 0 data! and". CL4SCJMJDE
calculations1 deviate significantly front the 64!XL data (from Hicf: 11)1.

Similar ta> all previous GDR. measurements that have used: light innsv the gamma ray
spectra, franx the;' ox.ygcn> inxiuccd: reactions: can. be repro ditccd: by The: sratistdinil ma del cafcu:-
lati.ans using; reasonable parameters for the energies,, widths., and; the- strength; of the: G33HI
structures (Fig.. 3')̂ . Oni the contrarv .̂ rhe gamma-ray spectra from: the Zvi-induaed1! reaction
show, the following differences;:



i) They can. not be explained by star:srical- model calculations even :f one were to assume
a superd.efarm.ei shape far tke compound nucleus;

ii) They show a significantly higher yield of high.-energy 7 rays;

Presence of entrance-ciannd effects (in, e.g, strengtii of t i e incomplete fusion process,
iinderance of fusion cross sections, and binary decay of the composite system), that depend
on the excitation: energy, mass asymmetry,, and the shell structure of the coUisibnipartners are
well, established!iit the light systems (see, for example, Hefs.. 12,13).. T ie well laiowni orbiting
phenomenon in; t ie light nuclei is consistent with, the formation, of art intermediate1 Ibngrlived
diiiudeus that acts; as "dborway"' to bath, deep inelastic processes and! folly equilibrated:
compound nucleus. Ex tiis picture,, t ie mass asymmetry of the entrancedianirell affects
the size of the neck: which characterizes t ie configuration: of t i e "doorway"' state and its
subsequent evolution. Depending an t i e lifetime of such; a dihudear system^ i t is,, ticny
likely that a small part of its excitation energy may be dissipated in: the form: of 7 or neutron
emission during t ie fusion process-, and: prior to compound nucleus formation;. Bxasmurii as
sucit dissipative processes depend on the characteristics of the dinudear system: (and .̂ hence^
an the mass asymmetry); tiey will result in. an. apparent entrance'ciannel effect ini the decay
of the CZv", in the sense that compound nuclei are not formed at t ie same excitation; energy
despite our attempts to db so.

Similar dissipative processes may also affect. C2v formation! in the- Heavier- systems.. Far
example, it has Been suggested that formation of a longr-liv-edi "'quasimoljecular'' composite
system; in t i e near barrier U-rU collision may account for the observed; positron: emissib.-t
in these reactions.. Experimental observation af precompoundi neutron: and! 7 emission: has
also been reported for the 1 2C~ : : sIn reaction; at IOQ i&V beam: energy;.1* Both: the yield:
and the directional correlation coefEcenr ( ALZ) of the 7-rays in; the1 E-,. ~ 5> — IS SfirV" energy-
range suggest excitation of vibrational andi rorational modes; of a preconnjoundl dinuefcar
configuration: trapped in the ionr inn pxirenrial. Tiese measurements also suggest that nearly
L0% of rhe nieutrons are emitted: Sranr a. hot,, precompaund: saurce;. TZnfbrtunately;. aireliiaili:
thcaretical. estimate of the absolute yield: of such: duniclear 7 rays; is: pr<isently Iitckiiag;..

It should be noted that a&ove calcularions empnasizE the entranEe-channel] effects and;
neglect any enhancement that may. result from strong: coupling: of t i t db.orway configuratibns;
to certain states in t i e fused system. Such, effects ias'-e been atiserv,edl iiL the; radiktiv.c:-
capture resonance studies: of •^Mg,. and -pSi. Tie fact that radiatiw capture- of i2GT-K'"C
system caupfe strongly to t ie prolate ground-, state in i 4Mg (Kefe E5;JDffi)!,. but t i a t of t i e
l i C-r l 6 0 system.; decays weakly to t ie oblate ground1 state- in. 28Si (iRe£. I7T)i ias; been cited
as evidence for the formation of an inrermediate prolate dborway configuratibm t ia t couples;
strongly, to tie- prolate states in. t i e compound nucleus.. This pii-i.̂ ne is; rortior supported! by-
t ie fact that resonances in t ie :-C-r"eO system decay strongly to, t i e lowest known- prolate-
state in ZBSx.. Tieoretdcally,. JEarsi. and: Hiae: 8 isA-e: campared predictiiQns; of tin- aTpia-
cluster mndel. witii NHkson- Strutinsky calculations3 9

V andl iave found; large overlaps between
deformed. CTnngurations: in; 24i-fg and: r̂ -cr 12C dusters.. Ibideedi. their calculktibns: suggest
that many of t i e resonances- observed in :2G"-h' 2C reactions are asso:ciat,edi witi: dMEarait
shape isomers iit ^Sfg.. Similar correspondences betweeni t i e cluster configuratinns and; t i e
weil-deOormedl prolate-,, oblate and tadaKial states in many light nudeii hav.e ieen: noted. By
other autiors,. and are Estedi ins t i e paper by Sazaxewicz: at tiiis; confErence-..

Tie applicability af t ie duster modd at iigi. es.citati.on cnerg.es i a s alsabeeni investi-
gated by Hecnt2lJ,. and Suzuki:23 Tiese cal^culatians indicate t ia t t i e Q-K-^C cluster basis
contains; mudti af t i e caU'ectdv.ity associated wiri, quadrupole- ex.citati.bns; in: 1<rQ) (1 5X1% of



rhe EQ strength, and 65% of rhe E2 energy-•weighted sum rule). Thuf, at least in the light
nuclei, the complimentary nature of the clustering mode and the qudrupole deformation is
suggested. Naturally, it is premature to assume that thase conclusions would! equally apply
ta the much more complex nuclei in the rare-earth region. >~everthelesB, should analogous
processes that radiatively couple the dinudear configurations ta< the superprolate states in
the CS persist in the heavier systems, they would at once explain the origin, of the reduced
neutron multiplicity, enhanced 7 yield, aad the fact that the observed effects are stranger in.
lo6Er than in :9>1Yb (superdefbrmed level density is larger in the former compound system).

An alternative radiative process, namely 7 ray yields due to the giant isoscalar vibratianal
modes excited in. the early stages of symmetric heavy- ion collisions,, has also Been investigated
by ySrenberg.22 His calculations for the 30Zr-r9uZr system show presence; of two components
in the energy range of E7 ~- 7 and ~ 20— 25 ilieV wirh a single-collision, yield!of — 2x LO^ and!
~- 2 x 1Q"~6, respectively, which would be rao weak no explain the observed! entrance-channel
effects.

Obviously, despite recent developments that have provided! some tantalizing; dues,, the
question of entrance-channel effects in C!N̂  remains an open one. First,, it is important to
firmly establish if the origin of the missing neutron multiplicity and! the excess 7 yield can be
traced to preequilibriura processes. The high-energy gamma, gating technique that, will be
discussed in Sec. 4.3 may be a useful tool r.a make such a distinction: Secondly;, it remains a
challenging task: to not only identify the preequilibrium 7 rays, but also to- characterize their
spectrum (energy,, intensity, and angular correlation ) far a variety of compound systems,
entrance-channel mass asymmetries and, exriration energies, Lx the rare-earthi and" heavier
nudei, it will be instructive to study highly symmetric collisions,, such; as rtrGe+7BSe:—•' ̂ By
or 9eZr+-96Zr—»:9zHg.. that are pappose ro manifest the strongest "'dinudear' effects; lit the
entrance channel, and form superdefbrmed compound systems in the exit chanuet Exten:-
sion of such studies; to the light nudei (e.g.. 2PSi-r32S and! ai:>Je-hwCa.—8uZh.)i has the added
advantage that (a.) both, the excitation energies and spins of the reactions: cam be dbsely
matched as the entrance-channel mass asymmetry is varied;: (b) the angular momentum of
the 6uZn. composite system exceeds the critical value needed! to form- superde&Emed ctsnfigr
urations for both light: and heavy projectiles;23 and! (c) the influence of"resonant behavior iit
the entrance channel12 an the CZv decay may be explored,.

Equally important are further theoretical inrv'-estigation; of pieequilrbriunx processes^ iit
heavy-ion reactions. In. parncalar,. we are looking" forward to future^ studies that fellow the
dynamics of the1 reaction in detail, and treat the reaction and structure aspects; of the problem:
simulataneously.

2.2 Xuc l sa r Stmxctwe Effects i:n Evapiorartiott-Proton Spec t ra

An important question, in the study of nuxdei at finite temperature is the time scales for
different decay modes',, and to what extent statistical processes govern deexdtatibn; of warm
nudei. Thanks to the development of large arrays of 7 and particle detectors; that afford
nearly complete event characterization, ive can. begin. tc> address some of these questions.

Interestingly; unexpected structural effects were observed: in the evap.oratibn>pratcsl!spec-
tra from: one of the first experiments to investigate these problems.. Details of this; exper-
iment may be found ini Ee£ 24. Brief!", the experiment utilized the Washington; TTniver-
sity Dwarf Hall25 (i'a, 4wr array of 72: CsE(T£) charged-parride detectors)!,, and! the QSLNTL
Compton:-Suppxessibtt Spectrometer (18 Campton- suppressed Ge detectors inserted! iic the
Spin Spectrometer)! tô  obtain, nearly 200 niiHion. Ge-Dwarf Ball coincidence events iit, tfie



"̂Cr̂  '"S, 2p2n)'i-Sr reaction. In order TO explore dependence of the proton emission prob-

ability on the structure of the final nucleus, the authors have compared the shapes of the

proton spectra coincident with 7-rays from levels of increasing spin. in. each, rotational band

and of the same spin in. different rotational bands. Furthermore, the proton, spectra were

projected subject to three gates on the 7 ray multiplicity, k. to mininmize the phase-space

biases that would be introduced if the bands in 8~Sr had different entry-state distributions.

The 2""1", 4~ and 6~ levels in. the ground band are populated strongly from all the bands.

Therefore, the proton spectra generated by gating on 7-rays from these levels should be very

similar to each other. This is indeed seen to be the case. Since for spins higher than SS.

the observed 7 decay stays within a given rotational band, any dependence of the proton,

spectrum on the band structure should become apparent only for spins 10 or higher. The

authors examined the three bands that energetically comprise the yrast sequence at various

spins (see Ref. 26): (i) the prolate ground band: (ii) the oblate even, spin, positive-parity

band that forms the yrast line above spin 10: and (iii) the oblate odd-spin band that fails

below the even-spin band around spin 23. Their findings may be summarized as following:

1) Priy OE spectra gated with transitions within the same band have the same spectral

shape.

2) Proton spectra of different bands associated with high-spin levels (> 1Q&) at compa-

rable excitation energies show large differences, as seen in Fig. 4(a). These differences

persist for all three multiplicity gates.

3) Similarly !arge differences have been observed for the anisotropies of these bands, spe-

cially in 'he sub-barrier energy range (Fig. 4b).

•1) These differences can not be accounted for by variations in the 7 multiplicity of the

bands, as all three bands have identical k distribution.

These results are surprising since the entry states are expected to lie at considerably

higher excitation energies than the gating transitions and any correlation between the pro-

ton spectrum and the nature of the band being populated ought to be washed out by the

statistical particle and 7 emission.

A consequence of the observed shifts is that a significant fraction of the population of the

rotational bands in s"Sr occurs by direct proton emission fromneax-yrast to near-yrast states

with r.he second proton playing that rale. This delayed emission is partly facilitated by the

small moment of inertia of these nuclei which produce a steep yrast anf? entry line. However,

another necessary condition is that the emitted particles carry large angular momenta in.

order to win over 7 decay. This !arter condition is naturally satisfied by a particles. Indeed,

more than two decades ago, Grover and Gilat2 predicted delayed emission of subbarricr a

particles from the near-yrast states and dubbed it as type II particle emission. On the other

hand, because of their smaller angular momentum, emission of type EC protons becomes more

difficult. An exception to this role may occur in the .4 — 80 mass region where this problem

may be circumvented due to a mechanism based on the instability toward proton emission

at large spins, connected with the population of h :. 2 resonance states.28 Because of their

large angular momentum, the type II particles are expected to have enhanced anisotropies,

which has been observed in the data.
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FIG. 4. (a) Proton spectra coincident with, the discrete transitions from the
(104" + 14"̂ ) levels of the ground band (thin fine), the spin. 13 level of the odd
spin band (dashed line), and the ^14* —16~) levels of the e-»en> spin band (thick
line); and ("b) Ratio of the anisorropies of the protons for the high.-spin levels
of the ground band (open squares and rhin line) and of the even-spin band
(closed squares and thick line) relative ro the 2"1" —* 0+ transition, for the high
k-, gate. Vertical bars give statistical errors and horizontal ones the energy
bins used for tLa angular distrib'arions.

It must be added that similar experiments performed at Chalk Hi^er which examined the
largc-defornmtion band in. 133>"d (Re£ 23). and several bands in 84Zr (Ref. 30) hare failed
to observe structural effects in the evapararion-proton spectra. Both experiments, however,,
did reveal channel-dependent and ang-jlar-momentum, dependent effects.

Since there is no simple mechanism, to explain the reported discrepancies between the
proton spectra of the two isotones, namely 52Sr and 84Zr. ic is important that one or both, of
the two groups cross check their resales, using identical reactions and gating j rays. Until
this is done, it remains an open question if npe II evaporation protons that may convey
structural information esist, or if non-statistical effects permeate decay of compound nuclei.

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC STRENGTH FUNCTIONS

Dcexcitation of the cumpound nuclei from the entry region down to the grcran.d state
takes place via emission of both collective and statistical 7 rays. Therefore,, study of the.
spin-temperature effects in warm, nuclei requires a detailed knowledge of the electromagnetic
strength functions rhat govern T emission, and directly enter into the Monte Carlo simula-
tions that are used to interpret the experimental data. Almost universally., these statistical



models assume constant Wcisskopf estimates for the coefficients C<;A over the whole dcexcita-

tion region. (Cox determines the strength, of gamma emission of mode OX.) The simulation

calculations the." serve to determine the ICE:, CEZ) ratio (which governs the statistical-to-

collective competition) from fits to the sidefeeding intensities and lifetimes. However, this

simple picture of the gamma strength functions has never been verified experimentally, or

theoretically.

Despite the fact that gamma strength functions have been the subject of extensive re-

search for more than three decades, o'ir empirical knowledge remains very limited. The

El strength function i3 known only for very low-spin states from radiative neutron capture,

phocoexcitation, light-ion transfer rteactions and giant dipole resonance studies.31 Although

these different mp'.hods are complementary, they are all dependent on a variety of as yet

untested assumptions regarding the form, of the level density formula, Elf Ml ratio, the

energy-dependence of the El and Ml radiation, the branching ratios for decay by different

modes, etc. These obstacles make it problematic to extract reliable strength function in-

formation at low 7 energies (E-, < 5 MeV), where the distincticn. between multipoles and

especially primary vs. secondary radiation becomes increasingly more difficult (see Fig. 5).

However, this is precisely the region where an accurate knowledge of the strength functions

for all multipoles is needed in order to correctly simulate the 7 decay of the CN below the

neutron separation energy.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the empirical El strength function for •9SAu obtained

ir. different experiments (from Ref. 31).

The task of relating the experimental data to nuclear properties is further frustrated by
the fact that nearly none of the simulation codes in use today incorporate the weH-establishcd
features of the empirical strength functions that have emerged from, the studies of the past
several decades. For example, they do not take note of the fact that, compared to the
Lorentzian functon, the empirical El strength is suppressed at low 7 ray energies, or that



it displays a "pygmy'r resonance. Figure 5 illustrates the dramatic differences between the
simple Lorentzian El strength function, and the functions obtained using jeveral different
techniques.31 Similarly, the Ml strength is universally set at values of < 0.1 single particle
despite the increasing indications that it is closer to — 1 Weisskopf unit for the 7 rays that
deexcite the low-spin states situated at an excitation energy of about one neutron binding
energy.32

Complementary information about :he strength functions at higher spins, and over the
whole (U.I) map may be obtained from heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions. In the first
detailed study of the continuum 7 rays u^ing the (H.k)-gating technique at QRXL^ it was
discovered that, at high spins, the nucieuj a*Yh changes from noncollective structures near
the yrast line to collective structures near the entry region.3J'34 This transition is manifested
by the onset of a broad collective E2 (centered at En ~ 1.2 MeV). and fast energetic Ml
(centered at E-, 2: 2.5 M«V) structures that grow in intensity with increasing excitation
energy as shown in Fig. 6. The deduced Ml strength of nearly 1 W.U. is consistent with
that measured in neutron-capture studies for the low-spin states at comparable excitation
energies.3"
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the quadrupole (solid cexves) and dipole (dashed curves)
multipolarity spectra with increasing spin (left to right) and excitation energy
(bottom to top) at constant E* and multiplicity M. respectively (E* denotes
the excitation energy above the yeast line). Each panel is Labeled with the cor-
responding values of E* aa.d M. Xotcvorthy structures that become strong at
high intrinsic energy and multiplicities are a qudrupole bump (£ , =tl.I5 MeV").
and abroad dipole stricture (£", =r 1.5-3 MeV).

Theoretically, a similarly unexpected result was recently reported by Egido and Wei-



dcnmuller who studied spin-temperature dependence of the gamma-strcngthfunctions: using:
selfconsistcm REA-plus-ffinte temperature CUES-calculations.35 They have condudedithat,.
far from being: constant, the electromagnetic strength functions; fluctuate: widely with::spin,
and excitation energy as shown in Fig. 7. For Er < 3 MeV, the Mil transitions; dominate
over the the EL transitions at high excitation energies. Thus, there: is; IIOJexperimental; or
theoreticaljustiffcation.for the assumption that theEL transitions; are primsrJly.resntmEible
for the cooling process; or that gamma strength functions remain: constant: over the? whole1

(U.I) map.
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FIG. 7. The; HPA-strengtfcfunction. ratios; S(El.)j 5{>E2), S:(EX.)JS[Mty
S(M:l)/S(E2) vs. 7 -ray energy (in.MeV) at a temperature T^OirXfeV; and:
fbrthree: rotatioiralfrecfiienries; Su; =0.0T5, 0.275, and: 0.575 XleV (left: rorrighr,.
respectively). Figure^is:adopted:from.Ref: 35.

Obviously, lack; of restrictive data combined with the oversimplified; simulation' codessin:
vague today are likely to lead to the wrong: condusionSi For example,, one: can: reproduce:
the feeding: pattern of: the vrast states: using; widely different: assumptions; afoul: the? EZ
andi yil. strengthifunctionsr, since: the; cooling; pracess; is; sensitive- to? only the: ratios? off these:
parameters:36 Thesexonsiderations: has motivated:us;at: &E3THto in\-csrigaterairrew contin-
uum: 7 spectroscopy technique that can.pcotentially determine the FJJ,.Ml1,. and:E2; strength;
functions-over the;entire(U;i) map; below the;-entry line. This;new rechriiqucrcvolves^aroQind:
nearly-complete detection:of:therdcexcitation 7-raysrafrcorapoundinuc2ci;.and:ordering:thcnE
according: to tfrrar encrges: on an event-by-event basis. A. more detailcrdi descripiiom of: the
technique is? given: in, fficf: ST. Here wt shall give a brief review of; the metho:di and: results;
obtained: so far.

Ear air i deal- ri gid'rotoK energies? of: the emitt edi y- rays; increase: linearly wi tir, spin: Thus;.
histogramihg: energies:- of" the Is.r, 2rrd:, ..., Xth emitted: y rsysr- that" belong: ttc the same
cascade will-result: ur ai "picket: fcnce:v of equally-spaced; sharp peaks: that, are sctmrated: by
^(j£y) =r4ff?'/ /'••'.. Therefore, for a: given rotational band, theenergj'of'cachi^ raj*' directly
reffects its:relativepasition;irr.that" castade,.and:identiffes5thespin:of hestatefnnirwhidi.ir.
originated; XIotivated;lby this.=picture.. we will addpr an: ordering: scheme where: thecy-ray-with;
the highest; (lowest;) energy.- will", be latidbd: as; the first: (last:) y raj- emitted:! in: the event.. ("Or.
should be emphasized! that thiE:]abeling procedure is; strictly, operational-' and,1 that,, because
of'thesiatistical.transitionsvthe:first:emitted:7 ray dbes:-not:havethehighe5f:cnergy.-in:»'ory-
event.)



However, two factors perturb this simple relationship in realistic nuclei. First, because
of the mixing of rotational bands in warm nuclei that sets in at excitation energies of
[/ 2 1 - 2 McV ( see discussion of rotational damping width in Sec 3.1), a. mixed: state
at spin I will decay to an ensemble of states with a nearly Gaussian distribution. Therefore,
7-ray cascades that result from deexcitation of collective state? ar finite temperature will pro-
duce a picket fence of neariy-Gaussian peaks. Conversely, in an ideal experiment performed
with 100% detection efficiency, the observed widths of these Gaussian distributicaiE would
reflect I\o! . A second confounding factor arises from the competition between the statistical
cooling transitions and the collective intraband transitions. Because of the irregularity of
the energies of the statistical coaling transitions, they are randomly interspersed: between
the regular collective transitions. Therefore, they produce exponentially-sloping: shoulders
that are superimposed on the above Gaussian peaks, and result in: skewed distribution func-
tions. From the slopes and intensities of the high- and low-energy shoulders we can infer
the cooling rate and the E1/E2 ratios of gamma strength functions along the dcextitation
pathway. Thus, after correcting for detector response functions, the experimentally observed
deviations from the ideal rigid-rot or pattern may be used, to deduce important information
about nuclear properties at finite temperature.

To do so requires use of 4TT-detector systems that detect nearly all emitted 7 rays. More-
over, such detectors are needed to obtain information about the total 7 energy, and multi-
plicity (M) of rhe event in order to isolate decay pathways that originate from small regions
of the (E.I) map. Comparison of energy- ordered 7-ray spectra, that correspond to decay
pathways at constant M, and U will then reveal the differential effects of temperature and
spin, respectively, on the E1/E2 competition, !",„,, and dynamical momentsof inertia- J"12'.

We have applied these ideas to the case of well-deformed 1T('HfTnucleus. The XaT elements
of the Spin Spectrometer were used to obtain both continuum 7 ray spectra, and: information
regarding the total coincidence pulse height (H), and fold. (k). Discrete 7 rays: emitted
from the low-lying states in ! flHf were detected in 18 Comptontsuppressed Gc detectors
and were used as gates in order to uniquely identify cascades associated with this residual
nucleus. Figure 8 shows histograms of the encrgy-ordered (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, and
LOth) 7 rays from k=20 fold events. The slopes of rhe high-energy statistical tails of these
spectra quickly become steeper as we go to the later transitions, dearly reflecting-the effects
of cooling-process. For N>5 (where !X is the ordinal number ofrhe 7 ray), the distributions
become nearly Gaussian, with some statistical tails. AssumingThat ccntroids of these spectra,
correspond to the average 7-ray energies, we extracted dynamical moments of inertia, J(-,
which are in goad agreement with the average values obtained from the hightspin discrete
band structures in this nucleus.

To determine the collective E2, and statistical El. Ml, and E2 strength functions over
256 grid points that cover the entire (H".k) map. we solve this highly overdctermined system
to reproduce the yrast-feeding intensities:, lifetimes, and the spectral shapes-of nearly 5000
spectra. As an additional check, the simulated total dipole and quadrupole spectra,that orig-
inate from each of these grid points will be compared with the corresponding: experimentally
determined spectra. This procedure ensures that not only have we determined, the correct
ratios of the strength functions for any given pathway, but also their correct absolute values.

Schematically, the analysis involves classification of the (ff.k) grid: points according to
their intrinsic excitation energies, and fitting the spectral shapes starting with the lowest-
lying isothcrmsi In the spectra of the "first"' 7 rays, the El and Ml strengths: affect the
slope of the high- and low-energy shoulders, respectively. After" fitting: these slopes, the
E2 strength is- adjusted to reproduce the correct sidefeeding into the yrast: states. The



.jdcfccding intensifies are determined from projections of the Ge spectra subject to rhe same
gating condition. This procedure is then repeated for rhe isotherms lying successively at
higher excitation energies. However, since y decay from these poinrs passes rhraugh the
colder regions, the spectra for the second, third. ... j rays are once again sensitive to the
strength functions associated with the "colder"' isotherms. Therefore, rhe spectra from the
higher-lying isotherms provide additional constrainrs an the strength functions af rhc lower
grid points. Hence, the system being avercanstrained by a factor of nearly five, is ensured
to be free from having a multitude of solutions. The simulations are being carried out
using the GAMBLE code of Leander58, which allows for a variety of EL strength functions,
rotational damping widths, and the experimentally determined detector response functions
and coincidence gating conditions.
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FIG. 8. Energy-ordered j rays for k=20 events.

3.1 Rota t ional Damping and the Onset of Motional Narrowing

It is now estimated that rotational damping sets in at excitation energies of f7 ~ L — 2
MeV above the yrast line. This fragments the B(E2) transition strength rhat connects rhe
collective stares at spins I and (1-2), and gives it a Gaussian distribution with a.F"WHM>alue
of Tra,(U,I). The variation of rhe rotational damping width wirh spin and temperature has
been studied by the Copenhagen group39, which has predicted an initial rise in Frn, with
increasing U, followed by a fall off of r r o , at higher excitation energies."10 The fall off in r ro( is
analogous to the motional narrowingphenomenon that has been observed in nuclear magnetic
resonance. It would be interesting to investigate the evolution of T ro( with excitation energy
in order to verify rhc presence of motional narrowing in the more complex nuclear systems.

Current studies af~Tr,,t revolve around determination of the loss of energy correlation in
high-resolution double- and triple-gamma coincidence data."11 AZ In this approach. Fro) values
are determined:as^a function of 7 ray energies, and reflect the average damping width along"a
pathway rhat becomes increasingly more hot as the 7 ray energy increases. They , therefore,
lack thermal specificity.



In. the present analysis, following the emission of the first few 7 rays which are dominated
hy rhe highrenergy statistical transitions, the energy-ordercd:7 rays assume ancariy Gaussian.
shape (e:g;,.seethe>T—lOispecrran. in F.g: 8). The F^rENl of rhisr distribution is:partly diie
to the detector response function, and partly due to the damping; width. Therefore,, after
allowance has; Ireen made for the instrumental effects, and rhe statistical transitions: that gjye
rise ta the shoulders,. the remaining width is attributed, to the r r o i . The temperature effects
on Tra, may thea.be studied by moving the (H,k) grid: point; ta higher excitation, energies'.
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EIG-. 9. The evolution af rhe ITWIENE of the histograms? of theenergy-ordercd!
7 rays as a function! of their central dx far entry states at; 2,. 4*, and 8 SleVTeXr
dtatibm energy. They represent an*.upper haumlian.rhe F ^ values1.. EKamoinfc
with: error-bars; are Froj values* obtained from a 7 - 7 energy enrrd'ation: stady
of this midinis;.

Figure 9 sfraws; the1 ij-W'.itSI of the raw,, uncorrectedi data far three cxritatibn: energies
(U=2;4i,. antf & 3&¥).. Ebr comparison. r ru ( values abtainei fi-.ant 7 — 7 ener©'- correl'aribn.
analysis! of 17DH£ ((diamonds*) at OBiTvLr'1 are also shown. Theresultefraiictlie7— 7 couxelai
tibni method,. wtiicfr. represent die thermally, averaged', values,. are ihi exccllenc accord! wirh. the
results; front the present analysis; However.. we should* hear in ntiiidi that rhe-plboredl EWHSI
•î aluesr represent air upper* bound; an; Fro). .Although; it is; diffftrult ta* draw, firnn conclusibns:
about; the cvaJhtibir. of T^/ with, excirati an. energy, fronx these unoDrr.ectedi data*,. the? prciiht
inary results: ihidicate that 1 ^ . grows siowervhun: v T which; is the expected; dependence in.
the absence ofmotibnaLnarrowing. Consequently, while no motibnal; narrowing ik indiioat e i
in the raw,* data,, some saturation of The? damping: widrh. may lie present.. 2yaturall.y,',a:'Gill



analysis of the data is needed to confirm these tantalizing results.

4. E F F E C T S O F H I G H - E N E R G Y 7-RAY G A T I N G ON ENTRY-STATE
P O P U L A T I O N AND C H A N N E L S E L E C T I O N

4.1 Tempera tu re and Entry-Dis t r ibut ion Selection

Studies of feeding mechanisms into high-spin yrast states (borh normal and supcrde-
formed), and of temperature effects on nuclear structure require tie ability to select the
tempcranire of entry distributions. Since, to the first order, high-energy statistical 7 rays
arc proportional ra the intrinsic energy of the GN, they are expected to provide the de-
sired thermal selectivity. In doing so, they wiil also partially lift the (H-k) degeneracy in
the regions where the entry distributions of several exit channels overlap. In thii. section
we examine the effect of high E^ rays an the temperature of the entry-state distribution.
For the purpose of this study, we have summed up the energies of the first nva 7 rays to
reduce the effects of less-than-complete detection efficiency. We shall denote this quantity as
2F,,+,... Figure 10 shows the entry lines in :"l'Hf after setting law (< 3 MeV) and high (> 5
MeV) gates on .£,,.>,•- (triangles and open circles, respectively). The gated entry lines are
separated by ~ 5 - 6 MeV aver a wide range of k. The ungated entry line (liiled circles) that
reflects the total entry distribution fails roughly midway between :he two extremes. The
effects of these gates on the k-distriburian (top panel of Fig. LO) amount to a. centroid shift
of nearly six transitions. Thus. high-iT- gating provides a simple and very effective filter of
the temperature of the entry distribution, and may be used to isolate regions of different
excitation energy to study nuclear response at finite temperature.

25

FIG. LO. Entry- stare distribution < 3" > as a
function of die foJd (k) with gates set on the
high-energy gamma: £V < 3 MeV (triangiesj.
and i?-,. > 5 MeV (open circles-). The filled cir-
cles show the total entry-state distribution. The
top panel shows the corresponding:fold distribu-
tions.



4.2 Exi t -Channel Selection and High-Spin Yrast S ta te Feeding

Because of the ability of high-i?-, gating to lift the (H.k) degeneracy by nearly one ncu.Tan.
B.E., it provides a simple and effective filter far exit-channel selection eirher alone or in con-
junction with (H.k) gating. Figure 11 shows Ge-spcctra obtained subject to high (panel c),
and love (panel b) £ , i , gates. While 7 rays in rhe 4n channel !"tJHf, whose production is
maximized in this reaction, dominate the spectrum in panel (c), the yield of the 5n channel
leading to !6SHf significantly exceeds that of • clHf in panel (b). Additional use of k-gating
would further increase this selectivity.
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FIG. 11. Gamma-ray spectra gated by the high-energy 7 ray: (c) E-, > 5
McV: (b) £1, < 3 MeV: and (a) the ratio of rhe rvvo spectra, in (b) and (c). The
prominent reaction channels idennficd in the figure arc: >HPHf (squares), :cmHf
(triangles), positive-parity yrast band in ; "Hf (filled circles), and negative-
parity side bands in ] "Hf (open circles).

Because of rhe interest in the study of very high-spin discrere states, it is important



to devise gating techniques that would enhance feeding of these stares. Since collective E2

strength persists at high excitation energies, and carries some of the 7 -ray flow parallel

to the yrast line, cascades that originate from hot entry distributions reach the ncar-yrast

states at lower spins compared to those that start from colder entry regions. Thus, it is

expected that gates on the low values of E~ ,, , which select cold entry region, should

enhance feeding into the high-spin states, Figure (lla) shows a ratio spectrum, obtained by

dividing the "cold" spectrum, of (lib) by the "hor' spectrum, of (lie), and illustrates the

enhancement factors in a simple way. The 7 rays in the 6n and on channel (squares and

triangles, respectively) which are stronger in Fig. ll(b) give rise ta the largest peaks in the

ratio spectrum, indicating largest enhancement factors. In contrast. 7 ray= in the in channel
:~°Hf which are strong in Fig. ll(c) will appear as dips or "inverted peaks" in the ratio

spectrum (circles). If the feeding patterns to the high-spin states were the same in the two

gates, then the enhancement factors would stay constant far the 7 rays belonging to the same

residual nucleus. (Although, they will be different far different exit channels.) In Fig. ll(a),

it is apparent that the inverted peaks (associated with ' ('Hf) deviate significantly from a

constant value. First, transitions belonging to the positive-parity yrast sequence (the inverted

peaks labeled with filled circles) are nearly a factor of two deeper than those belonging to

two of the odd-spin side bands that became the yrast sequence at high spins (labeled with

open circles). This implies that feeding of the .tigh-spin yrast states are enhanced by nearly

a factor of two when populated from the cold vs. hot entry regions. This is true despite

the fact that the higher energy E*1+-- gate populates the hot entry region at siightly higher

spins. Interestingly, with increasing spin, the inverted peaks associated with the pasinve-

pariry yrast sequence in Fig. ll(a) become smaller and indicate that feeding is also enhanced

at higher spins within the same band. Thus, by influencing the temperature of the entry

region, high-energy 7 gating exerts a very strong influence on the population of the high-spin

states.

4.3 Population of the Superdefarmed States

F .icently, there has been extensive discussion of the best conditions under which the

discrete superdefarmed (SD) states are populated. Taras et a/.44 have suggested that the

necessary criterion for population of SD bands is to form coldresidual nuclei at spins higher

than those where SD states become yrast. However, they could not find experimental ev-

idence for the mechanism proposed by Herskind at oi.45 that, thanks to the enhanced El

decay probability into the superdeformed minimum, transition through SD states may be

enhanced by a factor af 3 by demanding presence af a high-energy statistical 7 ray [E-, > 5

MeV). Indeed, population of the yrast SD band in "^Gd was reduced bv a factor 2 when

gating on En > 5 MeV vs. E- < 3 MeV 7 rays. This reduction has also been observed by

Haas et al. at two bombarding energies."16

These results are hardly surprising in view of our findings in Sec. 4.2 that it is the

low-energy £-.,+-,? gating that enhances feeding into the high-spin yrast states. Evidence

that same feeding mechanism also applies to the SD states may be found in the data from

Daresbury4' on la2Dy: a comparison ol' the statistical 7 rays .vhen gated by transitions from

the normal and SD states clearly reveals an enhancement of the low-energy 7 rays (E-, < 3

Mc\>) for the gate set on the SD states. However, these findings do not necessarily invalidate

the mechanism discussed in H.ef. -io. which can be investigated only after removal of the

strong bias that statistical 7 -ray gating introduces into the entry-state population. This

may be achieved by combining high £-. gating with an appropraitc (H.k) gate that would

constraint variation of the entry region.



We have studied this question by setting low and high, gates on the Eyi ^^ ,. while con-
straining tha entry distribution to a narrow (H,lt) box (ik=H6.. AJF = QiS MeV):. Surprisingly,,
the lower gate on Eyl+77_ shows an enhanced population of 169HT as; compared to> 17aH£ It
would be difficult ta explain this result in terms of nuclear structure enacts,, since the two
nuclei have similar yrast lines. It is more likely that, because of" the limited! resolution of
the Spin Spectrometer in detecting: H and k, the actual entry region still varies: because of
the Eyi jrfZ gating despite the constraints of a fixed (H,k) gate. Thus,, the channel selectivity
of the E-n+TZ. gating still manifests itself. However, if this explaination is.; correct,, the high.
spin states must be enhanced in the Low. E~, vs. high Ey gate. The fact that the feeding
pattern is the same hi both gates may imply that 'he expected enhancement due to> the shift
in the entry-distribution is cancelled out by an equal enhancement due to> high) Er gating.
Therefore, although, it is not likely that high Ey gating alone would enhance SB feeding,
it could succeed if used in conjunction with. (HLk) gating. Our results; suggest that gating
on high-energy 7 rays would be a useful technique to study the continuum and excited SD
structures.

The technique of simultaneously gating on the H, k, and high. 2?T may also be used: to
investigate the effects of the preequilibriiim 7 rays on the yield ratios of the evaporation
residues. Should the observed entrance-channel effects discussed in Sec: 2.1 arise from pree-
quilibrium processes, then it is likely that the <r(2n) / <r[3n) ratio would iecreoserin Nib earn-
when subjected to high-energy 7 gates.

5. SUMMARY

Nuclei are expected to undergo dramatic structural changes at finite temperatures. On-
set of chaos, damping of the rotational motion, pairing; phase transition!,, shape changes,,
melting of the shell structure, and thermal fluctuations' are a few. of the firacihating; topics
ta be explored in warm nuclei. A. prerequisite to the study of these questions is a. detailed
understanding of the formation and decay of the compound! nuclei.. Regarding; the question
of equilibration of CZtf, growing experimental evidence suggests that decay products from
fusion-evaporation reactions may depend on the mass-asymmetry of the entrance channel.
However, it was argued chat the observed effects may be due to- preequilib'riumeffects,, rather
than failure of the C2*T concept. This* distinction can be verified in fixture experiments..

On the other" hand, a; detailed study of the decay of compound! nuclei remains a chal-
lenging task. A. mayor impediment is our ignorance of the gamma strength: functions whichi,.
according, to recent selfconsistent calculations, can vary significantly as a function) of spin
and temperature: The predicted variations in the strength; functions stand in sharp; contrast
against the constant values used in the simulation codes that are commonly employed] to
interpret the experimental data. These uncertainties; cast serious dbuhts; on the validity of
conclusions reached on the basis of such an inadequate modeling: of the GDT decay:

With, the prospects of the next generation of powerful 7-detection systems; in mihdV we
have investigated a new continuum 7 -ray spectroscopy technique that opxais up; the possi-
bility of addressing; some <;£ > tiese problems. This technique allows determination of gamma:
strength functions,. rotatio^«il damping widths, and JfZ- moments of inertia as; ai faction) of
spiiE and temperature:. Thus, it permits; study of the onset of motional; narrowing: and the
mapping; of the evolution of nuclear collectivity with spin and temperature.. Preliminary
results indicate that JTmi^W) increases slower than IT'1'4-, which suggests presence off some
saturation, effect.. The technique1 may be also applied to isolate-either "hot"' or "cold:'' regions



of the entry state for finite-temperature effect studies. As a result, it provides a powerful
filter to select exit-channels of interest, or to significantly enhance feeding of the near-yrast
discrete states by populating tie cold entry states. This has important implications for the
study of feeding into the super deformed states.

Oak: Ridge National Laboratory is managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
far the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-84QR2:L40Q.
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